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Behavior of TCP-like elastic traffic at a buffered
bottleneck router
Hans-Peter Schwefel

DEQUATE network design and capacity planning requires
some knowledge (a model) of the traffic that is sent into
the network. Traffic modeling for data networks is already difficult even if the incoming traffic is assumed to be independent
of the events that happen in the network, see e.g. [1]. Nevertheless some progress has been made: For instance, the use
of Markov Modulated Poisson Processes (MMPPs) allows to
capture the inherently bursty property of network traffic while
the resulting queueing models still remain tractable, i.e. performance parameters such as mean delay and loss probabilities can
be computed. A special case of MMPPs are so-called ON/OFF
models with exponential ON and OFF times: During an ON
period packets are transmitted with Poisson Rate  , while in
the subsequent OFF period, no packet transmissions occur, see
[2]. In order to account for the now widely acknowledged LongRange Dependent (LRD) properties of data traffic (see e.g. [3]),
such ON/OFF models can be extended by using non-exponential
ON-time distributions with large or infinite variance, see [4], [5].
The results of the performance analysis of queueing models
with such an arrival process can be used to predict the performance in different network design scenarios. In most of these
queueing models, the arrival process is defined to be independent of the congestion level at the queue, i.e. the offered traffic
remains unchanged if congestion occurs somewhere in the transmission path.
However, most of today’s Internet traffic is transmitted using TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), whose built-in flowThis work was supported by a fellowship from the German Academic Exchange Agency (DAAD).
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control mechanism introduces a dependence between the network parameters (its congestion level) and the offered packet
traffic, see [6]. As a consequence, large delays and high bufferoverflow probabilities in the network components themselves
can be avoided, but at the cost of slowed down transmission
rates at the source.
This paper introduces a queueing model which captures the
essence of the TCP flow-control mechanism while still remaining tractable. The performance results for this model and their
practical implications are discussed. In particular, the use of
Power-Tail like distributions for the ON periods leads to conclusions about the behavior of LRD traffic under the influence of
the TCP flow-control mechanism.
Frequently, the behavior of TCP traffic is investigated in the
scenario of TCP connections with infinite amount of data to
transmit. For instance, [7] derives an estimate for the throughput for such an ever-lasting TCP connection, if its packets are
subject to some loss probability  along their transmission path.
Reference [8] introduces and discusses a model that includes
some kind of ON/OFF behavior of the users. Their model works
on flow-level, i.e. individual packets are not considered. One of
the consequences is that the throughput is insensitive to the actual distribution of the size of the connections; only their mean
size matters. The model in this paper is based on the same idea,
but it is packet-based, which allows to include a queueing model
and a more sophisticated feedback mechanism. One of the implications is that the insensitivity towards the distribution of the
connection size does not hold any more, if some buffer-space is
available in the bottleneck router.

...

Abstract—A major challenge in traffic modeling and performance analysis for the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) stems from the fact that
the incoming traffic is not independent of the congestion level in the network. This paper investigates a queueing model where the traffic essentially
shows ON/OFF characteristics, i.e. the number of active TCP connections
of finite (probabilistic) duration varies as described by a stochastic process.
The essential behavior of TCP-like flow-control mechanisms is captured in
the analytic model by the feature that the packet-rate of active connections
can be throttled in order to avoid that the overall packet-stream exceeds
the output-bandwidth of the bottleneck router. By appropriate adjustment
of the connection duration, the number of packets in the connections remains unaffected. However, since TCP reacts to existing congestion, the
throttling mechanism is only activated when the buffer-occupancy at the
bottleneck router exceeds a certain threshold. The impact of such a flowcontrol mechanism on the characteristics of the incoming traffic as well as
on the performance behavior at the bottleneck router is discussed and illustrated by numerical results of the analytic model. In particular, the use of
(truncated) Power-Tail distributions for the ON periods leads to conclusions
about the behavior of long-range dependent traffic under the influence of
TCP’s flow-control mechanism.
Keywords— TCP flow-control, ON/OFF models, Markov Modulated
Poisson Processes, Long-Range Dependence, Truncated Power-Tail Distributions
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Fig. 1. The  -Burst Arrival Process: Packets from
multiplexed together.



ON/OFF sources are

In this paper, the interest is particular in dynamic TCP connections, i.e. connections start and end as described by some
stochastic process. When neglecting the flow control mechanism, those dynamics can be captured by multiplexing several
ON/OFF packet streams, as shown in Fig. 1: each of the 
sources emits packets at a Poisson-rate   (peak-rate) during its
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ON-time (a burst), and then transmits nothing during its OFFtime. In our scenario   is the packet rate that is determined by
the speed of the access line. This aggregated ON/OFF model is
called  -Burst in correspondence to previous work [4], [5].
Let  be the mean rate of the individual source (the average
for the ON- and OFF-times together), then the  sources collectively generate packets at the mean rate     . Let be
the mean duration of the OFF periods and  the mean number
of packets in an ON period. Then the mean duration of the ON
period is   and






If both ON times and OFF times are exponentially distributed,
the model can be easily described in the MMPP framework,
which goes back to work in [2]. The duration of the OFF period is expected to be less critical for the performance behavior.
For simplicity they are assumed to be exponential with mean
. In terms of the ON periods however, the analysis of many
measurements of network traffic ([3], [9]) indicate that so-called
Power-Tail distributions are a more adequate choice for the duration of the ON periods. The probabilities that long ON periods
with duration longer than  are observed only drops off slowly
with a Power-Law,  ! "#%$'& . When working with truncated tails1 – which are practically more meaningful in any case
– a Phase-type representation of that class of distributions can
be used, see [10] and Appendix B. That way, the packet stream
of the multiplexed ON/OFF sources can still be described as an
MMPP, yet with much more complicated structure. A description of the MMPP representation of the  -Burst model is given
in Appendix B and C.
If such traffic is the input to a bottleneck router (here: exponential server) whose output capacity only allows for a packetrate of (*)+  , it is shown in [4], [5] that the Power-Tail properties of the ON time distributions can cause poor performance
behavior as measured by mean delay and overflow probabilities.
B. Modification 1: Shared Bottleneck Bandwidth
The assumption of ON/OFF traffic with constant Poisson rate

 during the ON periods is reasonable for many real-time ap-

plications and for protocols without flow-control mechanisms.
However, TCP works differently. After a certain number of
packets (the so-called congestion window) is sent out, the sender
waits for acknowledgment packets from the receiver. The size
of the congestion window is dynamically adjusted when congestion is detected. We omit the details here, since they will not
show up in the model in any case. Also, they depend on the
actual TCP implementation. The interested reader be referred
to [11]. The important feature of the flow-control mechanism is
that through the adjustment of the size of the congestion window, the effective sending rate of packets can be throttled from
its maximum   (which is determined by the speed of the access
line) to a sufficiently low rate such that congestion is (hopefully)
avoided.
The first modification of the  -Burst model is made along
those lines of throttling the packet-rate of each individual

,

i.e., Power-Law drop-off of the complementary distribution function is only
observed for some finite, but potentially large range of -

source, if the bottleneck router in the transmission path cannot
handle all the active connections any more. If we assume that
the output bandwidth of the bottleneck router corresponds to a
packet-rate ( , and . sources (connections) are active, the maximal sending rate  is only used if ./0)1( , i.e. when no
overload situation at the bottleneck is created. If ./ 32 ( , all
sources equally throttle down their packet-rate by a factor

465


(
./798

so that the . sources collectively generate packets at rate2 ( . We
call the resulting ON/OFF model the SHARED model. The approach for sharing the bottleneck capacity between the active
connections was also used in [8] for a TCP model on flow-level.
However, modeling on packet-level is necessary to do queueing analysis and also to implement more realistic throttling approaches as in II.C.
Since the actual number of packets in the connection must
not be changed, a throttling of the packet-rate also requires a
change in the duration of the connection: In the unthrottled  Burst model with exponential ON time distribution, the rate of a
transition to the  .6:<;=! active
4 5 state is .>  . This rate is changed
in the SHARED model to .>  , i.e. the state holding time
is extended. See Appendix C for the general case of MatrixExponential ON times.
The rates for transitions that correspond to starting connections remain unchanged however, since idle sources are not affected by the throttling. The modification of the MMPP to obtain the SHARED model from the  -Burst model are far from
trivial. It has to be investigated whether the distribution of the
number of packets per connection is not affected by that modification. While an individual source is active, the throttling that
is caused by other active sources only slows down the scaling
of the time (the local clock) for the individual throttled sources.
The state transitions in the MMPP representation of the single
source remain in the same order. Numerical computations of
the distribution of the number of packets in the SHARED model
also show that that distribution is not affected by the throttling.
Note that the extension of the ON periods is not made up for
by a reduction of the length of the subsequent OFF period of
the same source. Therefore, the throttling not only decreases the
observed packet rates during the connection, but also the longterm average packet rate of the individual source.
C. Modification 2: React to existing congestion
In contrast to the assumptions in the SHARED model, the individual real TCP source does not have the knowledge about any
other, newly starting TCP connections, but it only reacts to existing congestion situations. In that sense, the control mechanism
of the SHARED model is too good, since it adjusts the sending rates of the sources instantaneously when new connections
become active.
A second modification of the traffic model accounts for that
behavior: As long as no congestion is present, the sources generate packets during ON-periods with Poisson rate   as in the

?

Slightly smaller @BA can be used to capture the fact that the regulation is never
optimal. However, here we use the approach that the sources share exactly the
bandwidth C .
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III. I MPACT

ON INCOMING TRAFFIC

In this paper the numerical examples look at the scenario that
fast (10Mb/s) LANs are connected via the bottleneck router
to a slow (1Mb/s) access line. Each LAN is assumed to be
used by only one ON/OFF source. If we assume an average
packet-size of 1kB and average connection sizes of 50kB, the
parameters for the TCP G H model follow as:  RQBO packets,
ST;=UQO packets/s, (VT;WUBQ packets/s, SYXZO ms in the
unthrottled  -Burst. Furthermore, we assume that the exponentially distributed OFF periods have mean 1LQ s. Consequently, the average packet rate in the unthrottled  -Burst
comes out to be  \[] [U packets/s and somewhat lower in the
TCPG%H model when D E ) K , see next section. Whenever the
truncated Power-Tail distributions of Appendix B are used for
the ON-periods, the tail-exponent ^\_;] X is used. Note that
since  `2 ( , even a single TCP connection by itself gets throttled as soon as the buffer-occupancy reaches D E packets.
Before we investigate the performance of the TCP G H model,
we look at some properties of the traffic from a single source in
the SHARED and  -Burst models which represent the limits of
the TCP G H model for DMENaO respectively DFEN K .
Connection Duration: As already mentioned in the previous
section, the distribution of the number of packets per connection
is identical in the  -Burst and in the SHARED model. However, since the packet-rate is at times (in our scenario always)
reduced in the SHARED model, the duration of the connection
is prolonged. The distribution of the connection duration in the
SHARED model is a complicated Matrix-Exponential distribution even when the original ON-time distribution in the  -Burst
model is exponential. Figure 2 plots the numerical values of
the tail-probabilities of the connection duration in the  -Burst
model and the SHARED model. The throttling does not affect
the shape of the tails, exponential remains exponential, and so
do Power-Tails. For the given parameters and #0X ON/OFF
sources, the throttling in the SHARED model reduces the uti-
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basic  -Burst model. Whenever the buffer-occupancy at the
bottleneck router reaches DFE or more packets, TCP is assumed
to recognize the congestion situation and the arrival process
switches to the SHARED model. As an approximation, the
buffer itself is assumed to be infinite, so that we do not have
to worry about retransmissions of lost packets (they are stored
in the ‘backup’ buffer beyond level DE ). This model will be
called TCPG%H . It is easy to see that the  -Burst/M/1 queue is
the limit D EJILK , where the throttling of packet-rates is never
performed. At the other end, SHARED is the other limiting
model for DMENPO .
Note that a single source of the TCP G%H model can generate
bursty traffic even within the same ON period: the source starts
transmitting packets with maximum Poisson rate  , but later
on it typically becomes throttled when the buffer-occupancy
reaches the threshold D E .
The computational methods to solve for the steady-state solution of the TCP G%H queueing model are described in Appendix
D. They follow in spirit the model in [12].
The remainder of this paper discusses the impact of the throttling on the Packet-stream of a single source as well as the performance behavior of the TCP G%H model.
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Fig. 2. The complementary distribution function of the duration of the ON periods in the  -Burst and SHARED model: Power-Tail behavior (appearing
as straight line) is observed for both models when bdc<e (i.e. when more
phases are used in the truncated Power-Tail distribution, see Appendix B).

lization of the bottleneck router from f;]hgBQi in the  -Burst
model to UB[] OBj7i .
Autocorrelation: Since LRD properties3 of network traffic
are currently widely discussed, it is interesting to investigate
whether such correlation structure could be a result of the throttling of the individual connections. Therefore, we look at the
coefficient of autocorrelation for both, inter-packet times and
number of packets in an interval of size k 0; s, for the traffic of
a single ON/OFF source, which is subject to various degrees of
throttling due to other TCP connections in the SHARED model.
Figure 3 shows the numerical values of the coefficient of correlation on log-log scale: A single ON/OFF source with exponential (lm; ) ON and OFF periods generates inter-packets times
that are in fact a renewal process. Thus the correlation is zero in
the  -Burst model with lV\; . The throttling in the SHARED
model introduces some correlation (dashed line with crosses)
yet the values of n7po! are so small that they would not be noticeable in real measurements (due to the unavoidable noise).
However, this is different in the counting process (dashed-dotted
curve for  -Burst and dotted curve for SHARED) in the case
lmq; . There the value of npo! is raised substantially, but still
no LRD properties can be observed.
If truncated Power-Tail distributions are used for the ON periods, the correlation of the inter-packet times shows the LRD
properties already for the  -Burst model (solid line). The throttling in the SHARED model increases those values, but only
marginally so that the curves cannot be distinguished in Figure
3. In the counting process, the effects of throttling can be seen
much more clearly.
IV. P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS
When talking about performance of the TCP G H model, it is
important to keep in mind that now the delay is not only caused

r

i.e., the autocorrelation
of counts or inter-packet times drops off very slowly
,zy7{
, where |9}~` .
as s=tvuWw6x*u
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Fig. 3. The autocorrelation function of the inter-packet times and the counting
process: The correlation of the inter-packet times of the SHARED model
is only marginally larger than in the  -Burst model when bc  (circles).
Therefore the two curves are indistinguishable. For bc | (crosses), an
exponential ON/OFF source in the  -Burst model shows no correlation in
its inter-packet times, that curve does not appear on the logarithmic scale.

at the bottleneck router (Sect. IV-A), but packets can be delayed
already at the source (Sect. IV-B).
A. Buffer-Occupancy
It is known ([13], [5]) that the queue-length probabilities for
an unthrottled  -Burst model with Power-Tailed ON periods
also show a Power-Tail, whose exponent depends on the original
tail-exponent ^ and the number of sources that are sufficient to
over-saturate the router when they are simultaneously in a long
ON period. In our scenario,  2 ( , a single source already
creates an over-saturation period for the router, so the queuelength distribution decays with a Power-Law with exponent ^ ,
see Fig. 4. If we now turn to the SHARED model, then the
arrival rate never exceeds the service-rate due to the throttling.
Instead those two rates are temporarily identical, so for a limited
time interval k , the model behaves like an M/M/1 queue with
 q; . From results of the transient analysis of M/M/1 queues
(see e.g. [14]), it is known that the queue-length of an M/M/1
queue
with utilization  q; grows to values of approximately

UB(k in time k . In the original  -Burst model, the queue
grows to  :+(!k during the over-saturation period of length
k with average arrival rate  . Therefore, the throttling leads
to much slower queue-growth 4 , as demonstrated by the dotted
lines in Fig. 4. This corresponds to the observations in [6] that
overflow-probabilities in simulation experiments of TCP traffic are not nearly as dramatic for large buffers, as conventional
ON/OFF models without flow-control predict.
Let us now turn to the more realistic TCP G%H model, which
takes into account the buffer-space at the router. Figure 5 illustrates, that the queue-length distributions of the two limiting
models,  -Burst and SHARED, provide an excellent descrip-
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Fig. 4. The queue-length distribution of the  -Burst and SHARED model: The
throttling in the SHARED model (dotted lines) reduces the probabilities of
very long queues. This is true for exponential connection sizes (crosses) as
well as for truncated Power-Tails (circles).

tion of the behavior of the more complicated TCP G%H model:
For buffer-occupancies below the threshold D E , the unthrottled
 -Burst arrival process is active and the queue-length probabilities in the TCP G H model follow the ones of the limiting
 -Burst/M/1 model. The analog observation holds for bufferoccupancies above D E , when the SHARED model takes over.
The probability-mass that is taken away from the  -Burst curve
for large buffers is now mainly concentrated in a peak around
the buffer threshold D E . Thus, Fig. 5 illustrates nicely the effectiveness of the flow-control mechanism.
B. Average Packet-Rate
The results in the previous section showed, that the flowcontrol mechanism prevents the built-up of huge queues. After all this is not too surprising, since that is its goal in the first
place. However, there is of course a price to be payed for the
improvement of the performance at the bottleneck router: The
packet-rates during the connections are reduced, so packets are
held back at the source instead of at the router. This additional
delay must not be neglected in a fair discussion of the effectiveness of TCP flow control.
The steady-state solution for the TCP G%H queueing model in
Appendix D allows to determine an average packet-rate  D E !
that each connection achieves. Obviously, in the limit D ENI#K ,
the  -Burst model is obtained, so    DME! converges monotonically from below to  . The numerical computation in Fig. 6
show clearly that at the other end D E  O , the average packetrate in the connection is independent of the actual type of burstlength distribution. That is in principle the insensitivity result
that was already pointed out in [8] for the flow-level model.
However, Fig. 6 also shows that the insensitivity is abolished,
as soon as buffer-space DFE 2 O is available. Exponential connection sizes (uppermost curve in Fig. 6) are better off in those
scenarios, because most of the time, the buffer can absorb a large
part of the connection without throttling the source. In case of
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Fig. 5. The queue-length distribution of the TCP  H model for Pc  sources
and long Power-Tails: Below the peak at uc , , the distributions is close
to the  -Burst model. After the peak, the queue-length of the TCP  H model
approaches the distribution of the SHARED model. The model here uses
TPT distributed connection sizes with a large number of phases, such that
the impact of the truncation is not visible in the plotted range of queuelengths.

Power-tails on the other hand, the occasional huge connections
increase the probability of throttling taking place.
Finally, we investigate the impact of adding additional
sources (LANs) at the access of the router in Fig. 7. With
increasing number of sources  , the overall utilization of the
TCPG%H model increases, shown by the ratio of the throughput
(dashed lines) to the constant service rate ( (dotted line). Note
that due to the throttling, the TCP G H queueing model always remains stable ( ); ), yet the utilization is very close to 1 for
more than 15 sources. The average-packet rate  D E ! during
the connections benefits most from larger buffer-space, when the
utilization is low (small  ). For very high utilization (YV;=f ),
the buffer is almost always filled up to level D E regardless of
the actual value of D E . Therefore, the connections are almost
always throttled. The curves in Fig. 7 show the scenario of exponential connection sizes. If we use Power-Tails instead, the
curve for the SHARED model is not affected at all (insensitivity!), while the benefit of 'D E ! for small utilization values
becomes less pronounced.
In conclusion: For bottlenecks with high overall utilization,
buffer-space and also the actual distribution of the connection
sizes has little impact. But in on average lowly utilized routers
(e.g.  )O]hQ ), buffer-space can lead to substantial improvement
of the packet-rates during the connections. However, then there
is a strong impact of the actual distribution of the connection
sizes.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE D IRECTIONS

When modeling performance for TCP traffic it is important
to capture the feedback between the network and the offered
input traffic. Also, the dynamics of newly starting or ending
TCP connections should not be neglected.

Fig. 6. The average packet-rate during connections of the TCP  H model for
\c+ sources: An increased buffer-size  , also leads to less throttling.
However, the gain is less pronounced for Power-Tailed connection sizes
(with large b ). The uppermost solid curve corresponds to bSc0| , while
the lowest solid line corresponds to the highest bc |> (the same order as
indicated in the legend).
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Fig. 7. The decay of the average packet-rate during connections due to throttling
for an increasing number of sources  : For qP|> sources, the router
is almost saturated, so that buffer-size  , is almost always exceeded and
throttling is hardly ever turned off. The uppermost solid curve corresponds
to  , c|> , while the lowest solid curve corresponds to the SHARED
model where  , c  (same order of the solid curves as in the legend). All
models use exponential connection sizes (b*c | ).

The model that is introduced in this paper presents an extension of the existing ON/OFF models in [4], [5]. The extension
captures the essential features of TCP flow control. These are:
 The sending rate of packets is adjusted in order to avoid
congestion. Optimally, all active connections share the output
bandwidth of a bottleneck router. This is implemented in the
SHARED model.
 Rather than keeping track of the bandwidth requirements of
the active connections, TCP only reacts to an existing congestion situation. Therefore, its flow-control mechanism does not
come into play, before actual congestion has occurred. Model
TCPG%H takes this feature into account by conditioning the throttling of the individual packet rates not only on the number of
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active sources but also on buffer-occupancy of the bottleneck
switch.
The developed TCP G H model still remains tractable, so it provides exact numerical results for several performance parameters. Here, we investigate the buffer-occupancy at the bottleneck
router and the average packet-rate that is obtained by the individual connections. Note that the use of truncated Power-Tail
distributions (see Appendix B) for the connection size5 in the
TCPG%H model allows to mimic LRD properties in the traffic.
The results from the analysis of the model are the following:
 The autocorrelation of inter-packet times is increased by the
throttling, yet no LRD like behavior could be observed that is
caused purely by the throttling mechanism. Furthermore, the
dominating part of the autocorrelation function of the interpacket times is contributed by non-exponential ON period distributions rather than by the shaping due to the flow control.
The autocorrelation function of the counting process is more
strongly affected.
 The throttling prevents the build-up of large queues at the
router. However, the prize is that the packets are delayed already
at the sources. The numerical results for the average packet rate
during a TCP connection illustrate that the delay shifts from the
router to the source.
 In low utilized routers, additional buffer-space can dramatically improve the packet-rates during connections, and thus it
reduces the time that is necessary to send out all the packets in a
connection. The improvement is most pronounced if the distribution of the connection size is well-behaved (exponential). If
Power-Tail distributions are involved, the improvements are still
observed but only to a smaller extent.
The results from this paper provide quite a few insights about
the behavior of such regulated traffic in networks. However, it
also raises a number of questions which have to be considered
in future work
 Theoretical Issues: It is mentioned in Sect. II-B that the distribution of the number of packets in a connection is not affected
by the way, the throttling is implemented. This is intuitively
reasonable and was validated numerically for several different
parameter sets. However, a mathematical proof is still missing.
 Queueing Delay: The investigation of average packet rates
during connections can be used to derive conclusion about the
time, it takes to send out the packets of a connection. However,
when D E 2 O , the last packet of the connection can still be stuck
in the buffer. That particular queueing delay of the last packet of
a connection is of interest for more detailed performance evaluation.
 Model modification: The TCP G H model is still only an approximation of the true TCP behavior in the following features:
– Delayed Reaction to Congestion: TCP needs at least a
round-trip time or a timeout interval to recognize a packet loss
and react to it. In the model, a buffer-occupancy of at least DE
results in instantaneous action (replacement of the  -Burst arrival process by the SHARED process).
– Slow-Start: Current TCP implementations start off with a
congestion window of size 1 which is only gradually increased.



Strictly speaking, the TPT distributions of Appendix B are used for the duration of the ON-time in the unthrottled  -Burst model. However, it can be
shown that the distribution of the number of packets per ON-time shows also a
truncated Power-Tail.

As a consequence, short connections only achieve a packet-rate
which is lower than   even when no congestion arises during
the connection. That feature is currently not implemented in the
model.
The question is of course, in which scenarios do the current
model simplifications matter? A feeling for what the answer
probably looks like can be derived by simulation runs. However,
the experiments have to be evaluated carefully, since recent investigations in [15] have shown that generalizations from TCP
simulation results can be questionable.
 Applicability of steady-state analysis: It is known that steadystate analysis for LRD traffic can be misleading, since the performance parameters rarely reflect the large fluctuations that will
be observed in practice for such traffic. Transient analysis as
performed for the  -Burst model in [16] provides a better description of such behavior. In this paper, we only present steadystate analysis. It has to be investigated, whether transient analysis provides additional insight in the flow-control mechanisms.
A PPENDIX
A. M ATRIX E XPONENTIAL (ME) D ISTRIBUTIONS
As defined in [14], the vector-matrix pair 
represents
8¡
a ME distribution with complementary distribution function
'! , and density function ¢£'! in the following way:
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8
where © ª is a column-vector with all components being 1.
The concept follows from Phase-Type distributions (see [17]),
but it is broader in the sense that the elements of  and do not

need to have a phase interpretation: they could be negative
or
complex, as long as the resulting ! is a well-defined reliability function ( '!JO , monotonic,  OZ!; ,  K !®\O ).
Despite the fact that the elements of
can be very different
 the rate matrix.
from common transition rates, is called

The moments of the distribution come out by integration:
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²
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B. T RUNCATED P OWER -TAIL (TPT) D ISTRIBUTIONS

µ of ME distributions
It is shown in [10] that a family 9µ
 be constructed, such
with increasing number l of phases 8can
that the individual distributions show Power-Law behavior for
some range before they drop off exponentially. By using more
phases, the location (so-called PT Range) of the drop-off can be
systematically controlled. See [10] and [5] for more details.
Let
O)·¶¸)a;
8

and ¹ º»¼

;
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Then, let )0£¿
¿ 2 be the ME representation of a l -phase
8 distribution with
Hyperexponential
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The parameter,  , is a positive constant that can be chosen to set
the mean of the distribution by solving (2) for  .
The expected value follows directly from (1)
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The vectors Ì , , and  G H follow from the boundary equations
at level 0, D E :P; , D E and from normalization  ª ó; as the
Ý
solution of the following system of linear equations:
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where the matrix factors
are the minimal solutions of
8 8 equations:
the following quadratic matrix

5
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 Ø ä , õ EF × ä 4 :·
where õÏE × ä :·Ø ä , õ
5 Ø ä :+(
refer to the unthrottled  -Burst base model with
m; . From
level D E on those matrices are replaced by the shared-bandwidth
model SHARED: 3
465 Øûä , E  ×ä : ØFä\:a( , with
the throttling factors
as in 3. The service process is always
exponential with rate ( : õ
Â 
Â V( .
It can be shown (see [12] for the necessary proofs in a comparable scenario) that the block-partitioned steady-state probE ]Ð]Ñ] Ä with
ability
distribution of such a process, â Á
ÿþ
8 8

, can be expressed in the following mixed matrixgeometric form

8

ò
ò õ ñ expresses the Kronecker
5
The notation
product with . fac]Ð]Ñ] õ . Analogously, õ ô standsò for theò Kronecker
tors õ
sum with . summands, where õmö·õqPõ
ã  ã õ .
åìï
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Note that the main diagonal blocks
of × ä are quadratic
but with growing dimension l for . active sources. Consequently,
ï other two diagonals contain non-quadratic matrices
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The infinite generator matrix of the TCP G%H queueing model
has the following Quasi-Birth-Death Structure:
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) are slowed down by the factor

Þàß

The aggregation of the traffic from  identical ON/OFF sources
could be represented using  Kronecker sums of ×ÏE respectively Ø E . However, for our purpose it is easier to express ×*ä
in a Quasi-Birth-Death structure where the levels are defined by
the number of active sources. Here, a general notation which
includes the  -Burst and the SHARED model is given:
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(6./! ; ü
8
8
i.e. no throttling is performed as long as ./ )ý( . Otherwise,
the Poissonê*packet-rates
in ØFä as well as the burst-ends (deï
scribed by
) and
the
internal
state-changes of the
4'5 ON-time
åçï
distributions (in

O
ØFENâÚÛ

4 5

MODEL

Markov modulated Poisson Processes are described by a generator matrix × of the modulating process, and a diagonal matrix Ø that contains the Poisson packet rates for each state. A
single source ( 1Ù; ) ON/OFF process with exponential OFF
periods with mean and general Matrix-Exponential ON periods with representation )·
2 has the representation:

8 
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4 5÷

If all
; , the  -Burst model without throttling is obtained. For the SHARED model:

á

For the numerical computations the state-space size is even further reduced, see [18].
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Finally,
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The equations for D E #O (SHARED), D E  ; , and D E 
K (  -Burst) are somewhat simpler, but they have to be treated
separately.
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